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Dear Beecher Road Families,
Last week, I returned from a 9-day trip to China. I was invited to speak at an international
symposium in Beijing on the topic of early childhood education as well as address the faculty and graduate student body at Central China Normal University in Wuhan, one of the
best universities in China. Dr. Kun Liu, a researcher at Yale and Capital University in Beijing,
and parent at BRS, organized this symposium.
While in China, I also visited an outstanding pre-school program in Beijing and two elementary schools in Wuhan, one of which might be a potential new sister school for BRS.
Some ask me, “Why did I go to China? “
There is an urgent need to prepare our children to gain the skills needed to live successful lives in a global community. Cross-cultural communication with both western and
non-western cultures will benefit our students. I made a lot of connections and relationships during my trip that will provide our students with that opportunity. The trip was very
productive.
We have worked diligently over the past several years in promoting global awareness. I
wanted to make sure that the momentum continued. My trip has many implications for
the students of BRS in this regard.
Important assessments getting underway
As Mrs. Prisco has reminded everyone, SBAC
testing will take place next week, Monday
through Friday. The testing series is important.
• The SBAC (Smarter Balanced Assessment
Consortium) tests are the only standardized
tests that we have. They replaced the CMT
SBAC assessments help us measure student
(Connecticut Mastery Test) two years ago.
growth
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• Data from the tests help us measure growth
of your child’s progress measured against
over time of our students.
state and national standards.
• The tests give parents a snap shot of how
their children are doing in relationship to established benchmarks.
• From an accountability point of view, SBAC tests will rank our school and district in
comparison to other schools and districts.
This is what we can tell you about the SBAC tests:
• They require less time than the previously administered CMT.
• Children will take the tests in a comfortable, supportive environment that will be monitored by caring, attentive teachers.
• All testing is done online.
• Students are very comfortable with the mobile computers on which they will take the
tests.
• Children are learning many new skills in using online technology that will serve them
well in the future.
• The state mandates strict participation standards. A 95% participation rate is required.
Last year, we fell below that mark.
• In the past, our school has been identified as an excelling school. If we do not meet
the 95% participation mark on each of the SBAC tests again this year, we will lose our
classification as a Category 1, high performing school, and be classified in a much
lower category.
• We urge all families to have their children in grades 3-6 take the test. We will watch
over them and support them in the process. Our school is an outstanding educational
institution. We do not deserve to get a less than excellent rating from the state.
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Let the sun shine
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RS is just completing its Alteration and
Energy Upgrade project that introduced
many state-of-the-art technologies that not
only enhance the building’s overall energy
performance, but also improve thermal
comfort, indoor air quality, acoustics and
safety. The $13.3 million project cost was
offset by $400,000 in energy efficiency
rebates from United Illuminating, millions
in State grants, and dollars from the annual
energy savings.
Many of the upgrades have been discussed
in previous Superintendent Parent Updates.
However, this one has just gotten off the
ground – literally.

Marked in red, the rotunda and the south wing
of BRS are now home to 970 solar panels

Although not easily seen from ground
level, an impressive 242 kilowatt (KW)
solar array now generates clean renewable energy at BRS. The 970 solar panels,
located above the south wing and center
“pod” roofs, will generate approximately
291,000 kilowatt-hours (KWH) of electrical
energy a year, one-third of our school’s
annual energy usage. The panels, owned
and maintained by a State agency and UI,
produce electricity. We buy and use that
electricity at a significantly reduced rate.
The solar panel system has an annual gross
cost savings of $37,830; and an annual net
cost savings of $13,680.
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One of only seven schools in
the world, BRS participates in
international science event

Amity High School Senior Internship
Experience at BRS
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or the second time in as many years,
fifth graders at BRS participated in Flame
Challenge 2016, What is Sound?
That is the question that The Alan Alda
Center for Communicating Science at Stony
Brook University challenged scientists to
answer in video or written form. The Flame
Challenge is an international competition,
with financial reward, where scientists answer a scientific question in a way 11-yearolds can understand. Hundreds of scientists
submitted entries to “What is Sound?”
and over 25,000 students from around
the world judged these entries, including
Beecher’s fifth grade.
During the Worldwide Assembly, on April
26, seven schools from around the world
participated in a video conference as Alan
Alda discussed the finalists’ entries for the
Flame Challenge with students.*

Fifth grader speaks with Alan Alda (on the screen
via Skype) about the BRS reaction to scientists’
descriptions of What is sound? Teachers (L-R)
Ms. Guerra and Ms. Heagney support her.

Six students spoke on behalf of our school.
They evaluated the finalists’ entries,
describing what they liked and disliked.
Through their detailed explanations, the
students pointed out how scientists communicate explanations with humor, facts,
description, symbolism and demonstration.
Each BRS fifth grader reviewed up to 50
What Is Sound? entries from scientists.
They evaluated aspects of each entry
including: Was it clear? Was it interesting?
Did the scientist use words you understood? Did it make you want to learn more
about sound? Students then voted on their
favorite entry.
You can read more about the challenge
and watch the worldwide assembly at
flamechallenge.org
* The other schools that participated are: Townhill
Junior School, England; American School of Bombay,
India; Los Alamitos Elementary School, California;
Roosevelt Middle School, Illinois; JJ Flynn Elementary
School, Vermont; and Knox Gifted Academy, Arizona.
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wo years
ago we asked you to
take a survey. We are doing it again to compare responses and see if initiatives we’ve
taken have made a difference and look for
other trends.
Research shows that schools that successfully engage families find that their
students earn higher grades, score higher
on tests, develop better social skills and are
more likely to graduate. The Family-School
Relationships Survey was developed at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education to
provide schools with a clear picture of family attitudes about several key topics.
In mid May, Panorama, an independent
company, will email families directly with a
unique link to access their surveys. For families without an email address, an access
code is being mailed to homes. All surveys
are confidential and Woodbridge Public
Schools will not be able to match responses
to specific families.
When surveys are completed, we will
receive a comprehensive report that will
guide planning for the future. Please take
the survey.

Students Recognized for Service,
Leadership and Academics

s part of an Amity High School end-ofsenior-year program, 13 students will
intern at BRS from May 16 – June 10. It
gives the seniors a chance to get a taste of
areas of interest that they might pursue in
the future.
We try to match student requests for a
particular level with teacher requests for
interns. Historically the interns have been
a wonderful addition during their short
stay here. This year, as a result of reaching
out by the Superintendent’s Cafeteria Task
Force to Amity, we even have a student
interested in institutional culinary arts. He
will be working in our cafeteria.
Mrs. Prisco met with the interns to provide
them with an overview of the experience
and Dr. Stella will meet them when they
arrive next month.

Amity Budget Vote – Tuesday
A three-town referendum on the 2016-17
Amity Regional School
District budget is set
for Tuesday, May 3.
Woodbridge residents
are encouraged to vote
from 6 a.m. – 8 p.m. at the Center Community Building at 4 Meetinghouse Lane.

LAST DAY OF SCHOOL: JUNE 16
6TH GRADE GRADUATION: JUNE 16
EARLY DISMISSAL DAY
Congratulations! Sixth graders McAllisster
Burke and Lauren Waskikowski (l-r/front)
received the 2016 South Central Area Superintendents’ Association Award given at
a recent formal ceremony. Pictured with
them are their teachers Carson Echeverry (L) and Daniel Chase (2nd from right)
along with Superintendent Stella and
Principal Prisco.
The purpose of this award/recognition
program is to provide a regional forum
for students to have their service and
achievements acknowledged by superintendents.
Wheelbarrow balance play
dorable! While visiting
a Chinese elementary
school in Beijing last week,
Dr. Stella snapped this shot
of preschool children working
on gross motor skills and balance. He was a speaker at an
international conference that
focused on early childhood
education.
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